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a Child's eyes as he created his characters, 
for they have a chtlrtlike Simplicity about 
'f.riem. 
The survival of this play in a completed 
form is a remarkable piece of good fortune, 
for Dylan Thomas died suddanly only a few 
weeks after the manuscript was submitted to 
the B.B.C. for production as a rRdio play. 
Thomas loved small Welsh towns, espec-
1aJ1y those by the sea. So when he began 
work on his first play, it seemed only nat-
lAral to attempt a 'portr,~yal of the rural 
Welsh life of his own crd l.dhood. To be 
sure, the people of his town, Llareggub, are 
not 'real' characters, but instead are 
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a child's eyes as he created his characters, 
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Theatr~ and the conventional drama. 
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Finally, it should be pointed out 
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that of the two 'Voices', is difficult 
due to Thomas' poetic style, which by 
anyone's standards is wordy. Tn places 
this styJe 1s carried to excess, but, 
even with its weaknesses, Under Milkwood 
is still a masterwork of oral literature. 
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